RESOURCE
MOBILIZATION
ETHICS POLICY

Why Resource
Mobilization Ethics?
Philanthropy is a political act. At FRIDA, we seek to

Since 2010, FRIDA has been putting unrestric-

transform traditional philanthropy by challenging the

ted, flexible funds directly into hands of

complex and intertwined notions of power, wealth and

young feminist organizers, equipping them with

privilege, tied to redistributing money and resources

resources to challenge the laws and practices

from those who have, to those who have not.

that perpetuate their marginalisation and

Recognizing that philanthropic giving exists

opression. However, in order to do so, FRIDA itself

because of inequality, and is born of colonial

must fundraise to secure suﬃcient funds to cover its

capitalist dynamics, feminist philanthropy focuses

grantmaking, as well as operational and staﬃng costs.

on dismantling the antiquated and hierarchical forms
of philanthropy based on individuals and institutions
controlling resources, and exercising power over
communities that, in their view,
require "assistance“ or "help“.

Why Resource
Mobilization Ethics?
As our budget grows, and we are able to support more

With FRIDA’s ﬁrst Resource Mobilisation Ethics Policy,

young feminist organizers each year, we are increa-

we intend to shed light on the ethical dilemmas we face

singly faced with ethical dilemas about the origin of the

while operating in the global philanthropic ecosystem.

money we accept, our non-negotiables for fundraising,

Through it, we want to increase transparen-

and characteristics of partners that we want to actively

cy of FRIDA’s fundraising efforts, engage our

seek out to engage with.

community in the decision-making processes,
and ensure that none of the partnerships
we enter harm the movements we set out to
support.

How did we create
this policy?
This policy has been created after several years of con-

Please note that this is a shortened version of the

versations, especially through the Strategic Planning

full FRIDA RM Ethics Policy, which describes internal

Process in 2018-2020 that included consultations with

processes in more depth.

FRIDA community members (Staﬀ, Board, Advisors, and
Grantee Partners), young feminist activists and resource
persons from peer organizations. It lays out one of our
major ﬁndings: besides some obvious non-negotiables,
there are several variables that determine whether a
resource is reﬂective of, or acceptable according to FRIDA’s values and mission. The policy was then consulted
with the FRIDA community in May 2020 and approved by
FRIDA’s Board of Directors on June 14th, 2020.

How will FRIDA make
its RM decisions?
In order to balance eﬀectiveness and collective deci-

Resource Mobilisation Team

sion-making, decisions on whether to accept a gift on

The Resource Mobilisation (RM) Team, led by a senior

behalf of FRIDA can be made through various proces-

member of staﬀ, can make decisions on whether to

ses and methods.

accept low-risk gifts on behalf of FRIDA.

Depending on the type of resources mobilized, several

Co-Executive Directors

layers of decision-making may be involved in the pro-

The Co-Executive Directors can make decisions on

cess of determining whether FRIDA should accept the

whether to accept all kinds of gifts on behalf of FRIDA,

gift.

provided they follow the due process, as described in
this policy.

The following teams can make decision whether to
accept a gift:

How will FRIDA make
its RM decisions?
Resource Mobilisation Taskforce

It is created to facilitate a collective review process
in an eﬀective and timely way. The Taskforce may

This Taskforce is a standing committee made up of

determine alternative processes of consultation with

Staﬀ, Board, Advisors, and Grantee Partner represen-

key community members in order to mobilize or accept

tatives to regularly review questions regarding

from a donor, as needed (for example, for a donor

whether FRIDA can mobilize or accept from speciﬁc

from a speciﬁc region with funds directed only at that

donors.

region, the RM Taskforce may decide to consult with
that speciﬁc Regional Advisory or grantee partners
in that region).

How will FRIDA make
its RM decisions?
The RM Taskforce will be composed of
FRIDA’s Resource Mobilisation Team Members
1 Co-Executive Director
1 FRIDA Board Member
1 FRIDA Manager (in addition to the RM Manager)
2 FRIDA staﬀ members (optional)
1 Advisor from each region in which FRIDA funds
Grantee partner representatives
The members of the community will be selected
through a participatory process. A call for nominations
will be opened for new members, followed by a public
voting process. The community members will rotate
on a 12-18 month basis, depending on their availability
and feedback. The community members who join the
Taskforce will be compensated for their time and work.

Which Donors will
FRIDA work with?
Non-negotiable characteristics of donors
FRIDA would not mobilize or accept from
FRIDA is committed to working with donors and partners who are as closely aligned with its mission and va-

Donors that would require FRIDA to change its

lues as possible. However, we recognize that it if we are

participatory grantmaking or signiﬁcantly alter

to mobilize enough resources to meaningfully support

other existing strategies, policies and processes

young feminist activists, FRIDA may need to enter partnerships that are not perfect and may be considered

Donors that would impose on any grantee

controversial to some members of FRIDA community.

partners’ activities and values

Nevertheless, we commit ourselves not to accept any

Donors that are openly campaigning against

gifts from donors that have any of the non-negotiable

FRIDA‘s mission and values

characteristics deﬁned below:
Donors that presently and directly violate human
and environmental rights, and / or have not addressed the historical injustice they may have
participated in / beneﬁted from
Donors that openly denounce communities we
support

Which Donors will
FRIDA work with?
On the other hand, FRIDA seeks donors with as many
of the ideal characteristics as possible:

Ideal characteristics of donors FRIDA would

Donors that do not tokenize young feminist voices

consider mobilizing or accepting from

in order to pinkwash their agenda
Recognizing that all sources of wealth are controversial

Donors that actively support FRIDA’s values of

based on historical exploitation and systemic inequali-

participatory decision-making, ﬂexibility, transparency,

ty, FRIDA seeks donors who:

and holistic security

*

unequal dynamics of gender, race, class, and more

Donors that seek to leverage their own additional
networks and power to direct more resources

Recognize their source of wealth in the context of

*

Despite the exploitative source of their wealth, are

to young feminist organizers and FRIDA

now committed to a social justice vision and are

Donors that are open to learning and innovation,

willing to enter an open and ﬂexible partnership

open to adapting and facilitating an open partnership

to meaningfully support young feminist organizers

with FRIDA.

*

Allow FRIDA to negotiate the terms and

Donors that believe in the community-led process

conditions of the partnership to protect FRIDA

and collective power, trusting young feminists to be

grantee partners and community members

experts of their own reality

Guiding principles
when using these
characteristics
All of these characteristics are to be determined as a

Additionally, it is FRIDA’s mission to transform

matter of judgement through processes outlined in this

donor attitudes and behaviours. A key strategy

document. We acknowledge that it is impossible to ﬁnd

for doing so is often engagement and advocacy within

perfect formulas and criteria due to people’s subjec-

a speciﬁc institution. Therefore, a judgement needs to

tivities and the characteristics being interactive with

be made, following the processes described in this po-

each other (for example, a donor whose wealth histo-

licy, on when an engagement strategy should be used

rically comes from exploitative industry, but has been

with a donor that might not fulﬁll all the ideal charac-

inherited or transformed into a private foundation 50

teristics, and what the potential impact or eﬀectivity of

years ago).

this could be.

What questions
will we consider?
These questions are to support the decision-making
process, prompting research in the areas of concern.
The decision whether to mobilize, accept, reject or

1.

Are there signiﬁcant ﬁnancial implications of

renegotiate donations and grants would be then made

accepting or rejecting this gift in terms of FRIDA’s

in accordance with the process described in

cash-ﬂow or ﬁnancial viability?

Processes for determining whether to mobilize or

2.

What are the political impacts and implications?

accept funds from a donor.

3.

Are there any other risks? How do we manage
or avoid these risks?

4.

How does this donor meet the ideal characteristics
or not?

5.

Are the time and costs of handling the donation or
grant proportionate to the expected value?

6.

Why should we and should we not pursue this
partnership?

Transparency and
communications
Regular presentations of new and potential donors by

Regular list shared in the newsletter to Advisors and

the RM Team to Senior Staﬀ

Grantee Partners

Quarterly presentations of current, new and potential
donors by Co-Executive Directors to the Board of Directors, and on an as-needed basis
Bi-annual presentations of new donors by the RM Team
to all FRIDA staﬀ
Regularly updated list on our public website of approved donors (may not include all donors, to be determined based on conﬁdentiality clauses, contracts, requirements, and decisions made by the RM Taskforce in
line with the Ethics policy)

When things
change

Reviewing
this policy

We recognize that contexts are always changing - a

This policy should be reviewed annually or at any time a

donor’s reputation or a young feminist group’s security

concern is raised.

status can change in an instant, which may aﬀect FRIDA’s relationship and judgement of a donor. We invite
any ‘grievance’ or ‘concern’ to be sent to the RM Taskforce for review, who can then assess whether to renegotiate or terminate a partnership with a donor.

